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NEWS FROM THE CAPTAINS
Fellow Members we are well into golfing season now and
thankfully the weather has been kind to us with very few days
when the course was closed.
The highlight of our year so far has been the Captain’s Prizes.
In the Men’s Prize almost 290 GUI members took part.
Congratulations to the overall winner Owen Sweeney. More
details under Gents News.
We would like to extend a warm Beech Park welcome to 70+
new members who joined the Club since beginning of
October last year along with a further 34 from the very
successful “Women into Golf” programme. I hope you all are
enjoying the golf course, our facilities and made new friends.
CAPTAIN KARL

The 2019 Management Committee who give up their time
voluntarily are working very hard on your behalf on various
projects. The Management Committee have met 8 times
already this year along with sub-committee meetings also
taking place. We are very fortunate to have such enthusiastic
and committed members in our Club.
The new Purse System has been in operation since the
beginning of May and is running smoothly. We will as outlined
at the start conduct a review of the Purse System before the
end of the golfing season and we have listened to some
suggestions from members. We would like to thank you for
your support and cooperation during the roll out phase.

LADY CAPTAIN CATRIONA

Open Week 2019 was a good success and our thanks go to all
who helped during the 8 days of competitions. We would like
to specially thank our Sponsors namely Jim Brady (Ecokem),
Derek Ramsey (Network Security), Tony & Darran Goldrick
(Pavement & Roads), Kay & Pearse Woods (Building Profiles),
Imelda Shanahan (TMS Environment Ltd), Tom and Ann Gavin,
Tom Kane & Jimmy Duggan & Bill Conway & Noel Murray and
Killester Travel. Their support is greatly valued and appreciated
and our thanks to Tom Kane for securing these sponsors.
Course was in great condition and thanks to John Curran and
his subcommittee and Dave Callanan and all the staff for their
efforts in presenting the course in such a fantastic shape.
In conclusion there is still a lot of golf to be played over the
coming months and we wish you every success in
competitions and with your golf targets for 2019.
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LADIES NEWS
Play in Pink
The play in Pink day - a fundraiser for breast
cancer research was really well supported by the
ladies section.

Ladies First Tee Box
The ladies are trialling a new tee box on the
first tee.
The idea is to reduce the
maintenance on the course and to create a
better first impression of the club.

Over 2000 euro was raised for this charitable

A follow up survey will be sent to all the ladies
in the near future to get your feedback on this
new tee box before any final decisions are
made.

Lady Captains Day

Dates for your diary

The Lady Captain’s Day was held on Tuesday
25th and Sunday 30th June. It was a great
success with the ladies enjoying strawberries
and cream on the course followed by Prosecco
reception. Congratulations to Marie Holt who
repeated her feat of 2015 to carry off the main
prize.

Major Winners to Date
April Medal: Bridie Brady
May Medal: Elaine Rockett
June Medal: Mary Barnwell
July Medal: Deirdre Malone
Captain’s Prize to Ladies: Elaine Rockett

AUGUST COMPETITIONS
4th & 6th : August medal
11th & 13th : Presidents Prize
15th : Open 3 Lady Team
20th : Zak’s Prize & PGA Tankard
3rd August Team 9 & Dine
25th & 27th : Hon Sec / Hon Treas Prize
Presentation for all of the above will take place
on 27th Aug
SEPTEMBER COMPETITIONS
6th September Team 9 & Dine
8th & 10th: Sept Medal
15th & 17th : Trustees Prize
Presentation for both on 17th Sept

Lady Captains Charity Day
The Lady Captains charity day was a great
success and raised just under €1000 for Laura
Lynn. Thank you all so much for participating in
and contributing to the event.
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GENTS NEWS
Captain’s Prize 2019
The qualifiers took place on the weekend of
Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th July. Almost 290
competed over the 2 days with some notable
scores from newcomer David Burke 42 points,
Tommy Ryan & Michael Kelly both 41 points.
The Final Day was a Shot Gun Start at 1.30pm and
there was great excitement and anticipation in the
air when the hooter sounded. With all of the score
cards checked and rechecked the overall winner
Owen Sweeney playing off a handicap of 12
emerged from the pack with a total of 79 points, 38
in the qualifiers and a terrific 41 points on the final
day. Second was Liam Marnane with 76 points and
Willie Rooney came in third with 74 points.

Major Winners 2019
April Medal: Paul Carberry
May Medal: Mark Kennedy
June Medal: Paddy Delaney
July Medal: Paul Moore Jnr.
Vice Captain’s Prize: Ian Jackson Ryan
Hon Sec & Hon Treas Prize: Shay Mc Govern

Team News
Unfortunately, all of our teams are no longer
participating in Inter Club competitions and there
were various highs and lows along the way. I
would like to thank the managers and players
who gave up their time for trials, practice and the
matches. They represented Beech Park with
dignity and distinction, you are a credit to our
Club. A special mention to Noreen Palmer and
Michael Brady who brought our Mixed Team to
the Leinster Quarter Finals where we met a very
strong team from Mullingar GC. A terrific
achievement and well done to all who took part.

Dates for your diary

I would like to extend my sincere thanks to those
who helped make this a memorable event for me
personally. Vice President Noreen for the prizes
and presentation. Competition Secretary John
Keogh and his team for setting up and closing the
competitions along with the giant Score Board and
checking the score cards. Handicap Secretary Alan
Ronan, Roberta Coakley, Zak Ian and Sean. Monir
and Catering Staff, our roving photographer on the
final day Tricia Nolan (Check out our Web Site) and
last but not least Club Manager David Callanan
and his Staff who produced a magnificent golf
course. Lady Captain Catriona and myself would
also like to thank Dermot Downer and his company
Westside Press for the colourful Score Cards and
also Willie Grant (Product Promtions) for the tins of
sweets which added greatly to our Captain’s Prize
Competitions.
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Monday 5th Aug (Bank Holiday) Team 9 & Dine
Saturday 10th & Sunday 11th August Medal
Saturday 17th August Lucan Exchange Day
Friday 23rd August Team 9 & Dine
Friday 6th September Team 9 & Dine
Saturday 24th August President’s Prize
Saturday 31st August Lady Captain’s Prize to Men
Saturday 21st September Trustees’ Prize.
Saturday 28th & Sunday 29th September Medal
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GENERAL CLUB NEWS
Junior Golf

Women into Golf 2019
Beech Park has finished up its second
Women into Golf program with 40
women starting out on the course and 20
ladies moving into our membership
cycle.

All going great with Junior golf in Beech Park.
The program has commenced & numbers are
growing,
Coaching & Golf takes every Monday evening
from 6.30pm & also on Saturday afternoons until
End of Sept.
If anyone would like to get involved with the
Juniors they can contact Tara Keane as we need
more Volunteers
Well done to Tara and her team on all their hard
work.

Clubhouse Updates

Over the last 2 years, the program has
generated over 50 new members to the
ladies section and we are seeing many of
the ladies from 2018 starting to feature in
the winners enclosure in competitions.
The course has been highly promoted
and commended by the confederation of
Golf in Ireland with a great write up and
publicity campaign on their website.
Yo u c a n v i e w i t h e r e - h t t p s : / /
beechpark.ie/2019/07/01/putting-andprosecco-part-2/
Well done to the team that looked after
the program this year. Thanks to Tricia
Nolan, Jean Kelly, Mary Lou Quinn, Lady
Vice Captain Theresa Brady and Lady
Captain Catriona Carney.
Thanks also are due to Zak and Ian who
were so attentive to coaching the ladies
and encouraging them.

Thank you to Lino Richie for the work they
carried out in the club house (fitting of new carpet
trims around dance floor and around main bar)
There was no charge on their labour.

And also great dues to our club
volunteers who helped out on course for
various evenings during the program.

We have changed all the light fittings in the
restaurant area with LED bulbs /new wiring/ new
lamp shades. These new bulbs will contribute to
our energy savings.
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GENERAL CLUB NEWS
Coffee is good for you!
Do you typically drink coffee before a round of
golf? If so, an Auburn University study has good
news for you. And if you’re not a coffee-drinking
golfer, you may want to reconsider your preround beverage.
The study, cited by Reuters, concluded that
coffee in moderate dosage can knock two
strokes off the score of collegiate golfers. The
study involved 12 male golfers with handicaps
between three and 18 and was held over two
consecutive days. Each golfer played two 18hole competitive rounds, one each on
consecutive days.
Each player each took either a 155-milligram
caffeine supplement or a placebo before their
tee times, and another after nine holes. They
also took three energy and mood
questionnaires — one before teeing off, one
after nine holes and one after 18. The group of
golfers who took the caffeine supplements
averaged scores around 77 while the other
group averaged 79. According to Reuters, the
golfers studied were all used to consuming
caffeine and each submitted urine samples
before playing. The study also concluded that
the golfers who took the caffeine tended to hit
the ball farther and hit more greens than their
counterparts.
We all know how important two strokes can be
during a round of golf, let alone a multi-round
tournament. But with studies like this one, keep
in mind the numerous factors that can’t be held
constant during a round of golf, let alone two
rounds on differing days. Bottom line is: coffee
can help, but only in moderation. The unwanted
side effects off too much coffee (i.e. yips, upset
stomach, shakiness) can far outweigh the
benefits.

Membership ID.
A reminder - it is important that we can identify
members of the club when on the course playing
golf.
Please make sure that you have your
membership sticker attached to
your golf bag to identify that you
are a current member.
Over the next few weeks we will
be doing spot checks on the
course to make sure that all those
playing are current, paid up members
of Beech Park OR have paid a green fee
if not members.

Pro Shop
Our P.G.A. Professional ‘Zak Rouiller’ has a
fantastic shop stocking all the latest in Golf
Apparel, equipment and accessories. Zak and
his staff Sean and Ian look forward to seeing you
and assisting you with anything you require. To
book a fitting or lesson, you can call into the
shop or call 4580522 option 1, or contact Zak
on zakrouiller@gmail.com
Zak is happy to arrange:
•
•
•
•

Individual lessons
group clinics
launch monitor custom fitting
club repairs

Don’t forget (those of you who have been lucky
enough to win prizes or “twos”) that you should
try to clear your credit in a timely fashion!

So… if you want to knock a few shots off
your handicap - why not support the
clubhouse and have a cuppa before heading
out onto the course.
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GENERAL CLUB NEWS
New Members!
It is our intention to hold an informal get
together for new members before the end of
the season just to introduce you to some of
the committee and check in with you to
see how your expectations of the club are
being met or not as the case may be.
This is a chance to meet with other new
members and get to know existing members.
Contact Tom Kane at tomkane11@gmail.com if
they would be interested in participating - but
we will be sending out an invitation over the
next weeks.

Sponsor of Wednesday Invitational
We have had a terrific response to the appeal
for additional sponsorship for this event, and
have secured sponsors for each Wednesday
until mid October .
As you know, this event takes place every
Wednesday of the year (almost) so there
are plenty of opportunities for organisations,
individual members or groups to sponsor a
competition day later in the year . Contact Tom
Kane (tomkane11@gmail.com) for further
details .

Golf Etiquette - Reminders!
If you are unable to play in your booked
slot, please cancel out of the slot as early
as you possibly can. ‘No-Shows” are an
issue in every club and are something we
as a committee take very seriously in
Beech Park.
Slow Play is a general issue in the game of
golf. It is important to enjoy your game at
a steady pace which is not rushed but to
speed up play, there are little things you
can do that will make a huge difference. 1.
Play Ready Golf 2. Bring trolleys around to
side of green where next tee box is
located 3. Walk quickly between shots but
take your time over them. 4. Play a
Provisional if you are unsure about ball
location 5. Let another playing partner
who has finished out or is closer to the
hole hold or take out the pin.
Please make sure to enter all relevant
scores in the computer and place the card,
appropriately completed, in the card box.
Failure to return cards (even if they contain
a NR) distorts the calculation of the
standard scratch on the day and makes
the administration of the handicap system
more difficult.
In Beech Park we have superb greens all
year round. Let’s keep them that way.
Repair the pitch marks, replace the divots
a n d ra ke t h e b u n ke r s . We w o u l d
encourage everyone to go that “little bit
extra” because Beech Park is worth it, and
you and other members deserve to play it
in its best condition.

UPDATES FROM THE COURSE
It is very pleasing to hear so many positive
comments about the condition of the course this
year. Let us acknowledge some of the reasons
why this is so. First, we can thank Mother Nature
for providing favourable conditions. However, if
you don’t work in harmony with Mother Nature
using good planning, expertise and hard work,
the course would not be where it is now. So,
second, we must thank Dave and his team for
their excellent work and professionalism in this
and previous years.
Third, the number of
volunteers who helped in various course tasks so
far this year. And finally, all of you, the members,
who treat the course with respect by repairing
pitch marks, replacing divots, using sand bags,
picking up litter etc, not to mention the feedback
we receive from you (both positive and
negative), all of which helps contribute to where
the course is today.
John Curran - Course Chair

New Course Signage on Tees
By now you will be familiar with the new Tee Box
Signage that appeared recently. Once again, we
are grateful for the very positive feedback both
from members and visitors alike for the signs
which not only provide individual hole
information but also act as clearly defined
distance markers. The signs are distinctive and
smart and complement the post and rail theme
around the clubhouse. The signage will be more
cost effective in terms of maintenance and for
occasions where change of information is
required going forward (such as stroke index
etc). Finance for this project was raised through
our recent very successful Course Development
Day and the club is very grateful to all who
supported that event.

Following consultation with the Lady Captain, the
ladies first tee was moved back onto the main tee
area for a one-month trial period.

Upgrades to Practice areas
The practice ground has been re-measured and
different coloured flags are in place at various
distances. A new white post marks the start of the
measurement (0) and the first flag is at 50 metres
and continue at intervals of 25 metres. The flag
colours are Green (50); Blue (75); Red (100); white
(125) and Yellow (150). The white post will contain
the distance information. For safety reasons, players
are asked not to practice shots beyond the 150
metres marker and to use the sand provided to
re p a i r d i v o t s w h e n
finished.
Plans are in place for
the warm-up net to be
re-orientated once time
permits so that it will be
more practical and safe
and will not impact on
the pathway as it
currently does.
In the medium term, we
are considering options
for improving the
chipping and putting
areas.

The lake in front of 11 and 12
We have introduced two pond plants to the lake as
an experiment (Iris pseudacourus and Lythrum
Salicaia (Pondstrife). This Iris is the only native Iris
pond plant and will provide yellow coloured flowers
(similar to Fleur de Lis). The Pondstrife will provide
pink and purple flowers. In addition to colour, these
native plants will be good for bio-diversity and will
attract native insects including butterflies.
If the
plants can survive the usual daily bombardment of
golf balls, we will consider adding more.
A special feature on the lake will appear in a future
newsletter.

SPECIAL FEATURE TREE NURSERY
The Tree Management Plan presented at the last
AGM caused some concern regarding proposed
tree removals. As pointed out in the plan, the vast
bulk of removals are of Leylandi hybrids (not
considered real trees by some experts) which were
identified for several reasons including that they
no longer serve their original purpose, or are at
end of life or are impacting on (real) young trees
etc.,
The plan also includes proposals for replacement
trees (not necessarily direct replacements
depending on circumstances) but the fact is : “that
more trees will be planted than will be
removed”.
Planting new trees is a very expensive exercise. A
single young tree depending on size /age /species
can cost anything in the range of €200 to €500
each and more sometimes! And you are not
guaranteed survival!
Although it was late in the dormant season (see
later), a decision was made last January to
establish a tree nursery using “bareroot
stock” (bought in) in which the young trees would
be planted in a nursery as stock for planting out in
future years and as a financial investment. In
addition, trees grown from seeds gathered from
the course could also be added to the nursery
(provided we can generate from those seeds) as
well as gathering self-generated saplings from
trees on the course.

until next season. The main risk was in the size and
quality of the stock available. Most of the good
stock would be sold out by early January so we
only had small sized plant stock available to us.
The nursery ground was prepared in advance.
This actually tied in nicely as the sod was being
removed and used for filling bare areas of the
course. When the plants arrived, they were very
small mostly, 12 inches tall at best. Ideally, we
would have preferred 2 to 3 feet saplings but they
just were not available.
In March, “slit trenches” using a spade were made,
the trees were inserted and the trench was closed
by the foot of the worker. Simple ! Some of the
plants were given plastic tube cover protectors (we
had in store) and many of the trees did not show
through the tops of the covers. Afterwards, fencing
was erected to prevent animal damage (deer &
rabbits) as well as a wind protector added.
Initial care of young trees is essential, cleaning
(weeding) and watering is especially important
until well established. Otherwise failure rates are
high. The site selection is also important, but we
were limited in that choice. The current site is
more exposed than we would have liked but
beggars can’t be choosers.

The “dormant” season is from November to early
April. During this time, trees shut down as if going
into hibernation. This is the best time to uproot
and re-locate trees and a reasonable survival rate
can be achieved depending on circumstances.
The trees are removed from the ground with roots
attached (obviously) but without any soil (hence
“bareroot stock”). Once out of the ground, the
trees are packed in special bags for a short few
weeks and then must be re-planted quickly in their
new location.
We ordered our bare root stock in February
knowing it was very late in the season and the
plants were delivered in March. A risk was taken as
a year of growth would be lost if we had to wait
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SPECIAL FEATURE TREE NURSERY
We purchased all native species from a reputable
tree centre in Co Cork. Native trees are best for
improving biodiversity. The species delivered
and numbers were: Scots Pine (70); Alder (65);
Rowan – Mountain Ash (65); Aspen (20). Total
plants 220.
The total cost of plants and delivery was €264
giving an average price per plant of €1.20. The
cheapest, Scots Pine were only €0.70cents while
the Aspen cost €2.60 each. The total cost of the
220 plants would be equal to or less than the
cost of an older single tree bought in as we
currently do.

How are we doing?
From the pictures you will see that things appear
to be going well. Some of the plants have
reached almost 5 feet tall which is a bit of a
surprise. The risk of buying the smaller sized
stocks seems to have worked as growth rates
appear exceptional. But let’s look at the figures.
Looking at some data from elsewhere suggests
that bare root planting failure rates are in the
range of 10% -20% depending on conditions. So
how do we compare?
Earlier this month, less
than 4 months after planting the following failure
rates were noted:
Scots Pine (11.4%); Rowan (0); Alder (4.6%);
Aspen (20%). Total Average failure rate (9.1%).
This is an excellent performance considering that
a small number of plants were also damaged
and possibly killed by golf balls.

The best performer so far is the Rowan, fast and
vibrant growth. Maybe because we are on a
mountain where Rowan (Mountain Ash) should
thrive. After a slow start, the Alder have shown
significant growth in the last week or so and are
beginning to compete and catch up with the
Rowan. Alder in the right conditions can add 4
feet of growth per year.
Initially the Scots Pine were a real worry. They
suffered most from the early spring conditions
particularly from the wind. Lack of regular
watering was probably another factor as we had
several long periods of dry spells. Many of the
SP plants were blown over and a few even out of
the slit trench. This is because they have their
leaves (pine needles) all the time and are
therefore susceptible to wind. The other plants
(deciduous) had few if any leaves. However, the
addition of Bamboo stakes to all plants and
regular watering has helped the Scots Pine and
significant new growth is visible lately even on
what looked like dying plants at one stage.
The Aspen is the poorest performer. The plant
appears more delicate than the Rowan and the
Alder.
Indeed golf ball damage is more
noticeable on the Aspen than the other plants.
As time goes by, the failure rate may rise but
overall, although it’s early days, we are very
happy with the performance to date.

Plants from Seeds, regeneration & gifts
Several seeds were collected last winter
including Ash, Oak, Beech, Rowan etc., and
attempts at propagation were made as an
experiment. It has not been a great success for
various reasons. The seeds were taken home by
the Course Chairman and after several weeks
indoors in freezers and warm rooms to artificially
propagate them. However, when moved outside
no account was taken of behaviour of the CC’s
garden wildlife. A resident fox rooted out seeds
on many nights particularly the Oak acorns. So
the seeds including Oak were put up high and all
but one were taken by Magpies ! Not to mention
birds eating the other seeds. So a different
approach will taken next year.
But we did
manage to grow more than a dozen Beech plants
and one Oak (see photo) and they will go into
the nursery in time. We have also identified 30

SPECIAL FEATURE TREE NURSERY
Oak trees, self-generated from the great Oak,
next to the 14th tee box. This Oak is circa 360
years old. The young saplings were hidden and
struggling in the undergrowth and are probably
in the age range of 5 to 12 years old. They have
been staked now and the surrounding grass
removed and we will probably re-locate them to
the Nursery in the next dormant season. It will be
nice to have the off-spring of this wonderful Oak
in other parts of the course.

Having the new nursery is an investment in the
future. The aim is to become self-sufficient in
trees so that we can add to the course from our
own stock. This will mean we won’t have to spend
several hundred of €s on a single tree in future
once the nursery is well established. It may even
present opportunities to supply specimen trees
to other golf courses at “the right price”. But
that’s for another day.

We had offers of some potted oaks from a friend
which we will add and we would like to thank
Tadgh O’Donoghue who donated about 40 oaks
(1st season) which are also planted out in the
nursery.

Apart from the significant financial savings we
will make in tree procurement, we will also be
investing for future generations who will get to
enjoy our wonderful parkland course even more
so than we do now. Our commitment is to
develop our golf course to the highest standard
while at the same time having due regard to the
environment, by focusing on the planting of
native trees and plants with the aim of improving
biodiversity. This is Beech Park playing it’s part as
a positive contribution to the environment so
David Attenborough should be pleased with us!
And hopefully, Mother Nature will be proud of us
too!

At this stage, we can say that the nursery project
is looking successful.
The current area will
continue to be an “investment” nursery because
of the location. We are looking at establishing a
new nursery (or more) in a less exposed areas
and use it as a system for “filling in areas with
trees”. The intention is to use the new site as a
temporary nursery with the long-term aim of
leaving a selection of the infant trees
permanently in that location. For example, an
open area on the course that has been identified
as requiring tree planting (of which there are a
few). It will be similar to having a Spinney except
managing it like a nursery and extracting the
benefits we will gain in learning from our first
attempt at tree nursery.
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Beech Park
Don’t forget to follow up on
Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram to keep up with
the latest news.

www.beechpark.ie

a hidden gem that needs to be played with a fantastic amen corner…
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